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Celebrating Diversity & Inclusion Book Pack
This Diversity Picture Book Pack is the perfect resource for raising 
awareness and gaining an understanding of respecting differences.These 
stories about accepting differences will help address that it is okay to be 
different and to let your uniqueness shine. Contents may vary.

MTABKIT66 Set of 6 $114.95

Inclusion Book Pack
This Inclusion Book Pack promotes acceptance, an attitude 
of appreciating differences these stories celebrate inclusivity and 
individuality.

HAC8513K Set of 4 $56.95

Soothing Sensory Room Kit
Create an inviting and relaxing space for yourself and your students with 
this Soothing Sensory Room Kit. Chill out on the LED Sensory Carpet, 
or cuddle up to one of the 4 cuddle balls (2 blue and 2 grey) or hugging 
peapods and give a student some space to self-regulate by using the 
dark den tent. Become mesmerised with the large infinity mirror and 
giant jelly fish tank. Contents may vary.

PLLE21K Set of 10 $2,399.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 15%

SAVE 10%
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Sensory Room
s

Jellyfish Tank Round Black
Captivating and mesmerizing play jellyfish tank featuring jellyfish 
swimming with uncanny life-like motion. 18 LED lights with 5 light effects 
– phase through colours or set to one.

PLLE74A 14 (dia) x 35 (H) cm $99.95

Fish Tank Square – 2 Tropical Fish
The tropical play fish are designed to move in a natural and realistic 
way. Air-pumps push air into the water causing the fish to swim in a life 
like way. The LED lights ensure a long life and low power consumption, 
though there is an automatic shut off after 4 hours to help maintain the 
good condition of the lights.

PLLE73A 24 (W) x 10 (L) x 28 (H) cm $134.95

Giant Jellyfish Tank - Square
Our sleek and modern tank contains 4 jellyfish that bob slowly around 
the tank. The serene movement allows for calm. LED colour changing 
lights. Choose your colour or let it glide from colour to colour. 

PLLE02A 35 (W) x 35 (H) x 11.4 (D) $429.95

Jellyfish Tank Large
Captivating mood lighting with fluorescent jellyfish. Amazing life-like 
swimming motion. LED lights with multiple settings. Near silent motor. 

PLLE01A 44 (L) x 23 (H) x 7 (D) cm $167.95

Bubble Tube Round
Improve visual development with the colour changing lighting, 
mesmerising bubbles and 8 swimming fish. A soothing water feature for 
your sensory room or classroom. 

PLLE57A 105 (H) cm $219.95

Bubble Tube Bracket
Stabilise your bubble tube and prevent accidents and spillage. Steel 
construction. Extends from 13cm to 22cm. 

PLLE59 10 (dia) cm $60.85
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Colour Changing Cylinders
Encourages visual stimulation and tracking skills, use as an electrifying 
interactive light show. Available in two different heights. 

PLLE77A Large 100 (H) cm $229.95
PLLE78A Medium 70 (H) cm $199.95

Colour Changing Flat Pebble
Utilise as ambient mood lighting to produce calming and relaxing 
feelings for your students. Remote control for colour and lighting 
phases.

PLLE75A 34 (dia) x 12 (H) cm $64.95

Colour Changing Egg
Completely portable, ambient mood lighting with a long life battery. 
Remote control for colour and lighting phases. 

PLLE76A 22 (W) x 22 (L) x 32 (H) cm $69.95

Colour Changing LED Stools
Create an ambient atmosphere with mood lighting. Enjoy calm and 
serenity within your space. Our colour changing cube is portable and 
has a long battery life. Utilise the remote control for colour and lighting 
phases. 

PLLE06A 40 (W) x 40 (L) x 40 (H) cm $199.95
PLLE07A 30 (W) x 30 (L) x 30 (H) cm $179.95

Colour Changing Spheres
Enjoy ambient mood lighting for a sense of calm and relaxation in your 
sensory room, breakout room or classroom. Portable product with a long 
battery life. Use the remote control for colour and lighting phases. 

PLLE04A 40 (dia) cm $209.95
PLLE05A 50 (dia) cm $230.95

Colour Changing Large Pebble
Create a relaxing sensory environment. The mood light works through 
remote control, which changes the light colours, modes, phases, or set 
to fade between the 6 main colours. Support visual attention and colour 
identification abilities. 

PLLE08A 28 (dia) x 17 (H) cm $106.95

Large Colour Changing Pebble
Excellent for sensory play. These colour changing lights feature LEDs. 
The LED lights are an environmentally friendly option as they are long 
lasting. Each pebble can change to 6 different colours. Each pebble 
requires 3xAAA batteries; not included.

ME7615-3 25 (W) x 18 (L) x 9 (H) cm - Set of 3 $110.95
ME7615 25 (W) x 18 (L) x 9 (H) cm - Each $39.95

SAVE 7%
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Sensory Room
s

Soothing Sensory Room Kit
Create an inviting and relaxing space for yourself and your students with 
this Soothing Sensory Room Kit. Chill out on the LED Sensory Carpet, 
or cuddle up to one of the 4 cuddle balls (2 blue and 2 grey) or hugging 
peapods and give a student some space to self-regulate by using the 
dark den tent. Become mesmerised with the large infinity mirror and 
giant jellyfish tank. Contents may vary. 

PLLE21K Set of 10 $2,399.95

Light Up Sensory Room Kit
Sensory rooms can help improve focus, relieve stress and encourage 
socialising; you and your students will experience all of these things with 
our Light Up Sensory Room Kit. Engage in some visual experiences with 
the popular bubble tube, the round interactive colour changing tile, an 
LED stool and sphere and a mesmerising large jellyfish tank. If students 
are requiring a tactile experience, captivate their attention with one of 
the 6 pop it balls, 12 sensory rings, 8 glitter tubes, 2 weighted lap pads 
and a weighted neck pad. Also included is our super popular large dark 
den tent and a comforting 203cm hugging peapod that will hold one 
adult, or a few students. See website for more details. Kit contents may 
vary. 

PLLE57K Set of 22 $2,299.95

Interactive Colour Changing Tiles
Create a unique sensory environment with circular interactive LED tiles 
that respond to touch! Ideal for placement on the floor or on walls. A 
vibrant colour change display shines through two different interactive 
circular light up rings and the colour stops on a specific colour once the 
student removes their foot from the tile allowing a tap through function 
resulting in playful dance floor effects.

PLLE19A 50 (dia) cm $369.95
PLLE20A 30 (dia) cm $259.95

Therapeutic Calming Cloud
Filled with memory foam which conforms and moulds to your body, 
these divinely comfortable cloud chairs provide proprioceptive sensory 
input and even pressure, promoting body awareness and helping to 
improve mood for those with sensory issues. A therapeutic and calming 
addition to any home or education space. 

ERCCC 120 (dia) x 86 (H) cm $449.95

SAVE 10%

SAVE 11%
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Sensory Relaxation Space
Students will be able to relax in this small sensory space. The three 
cushions (inserts included) and the weighted lap pad will allow for 
comfort. Our wild animal hand puppets will provide a stimulus for 
interaction and company for a child who might wish to be alone to self-
regulate. Contents may vary. 

PLLE38K Set of 9 $337.95

3+
yrs

Large Infinity Mirror Remote Control 50cm
Giving the illusion of infinite depth and light these high-quality and 
unique tiles offer a wonderful visual light up experience that will really 
encourage you to move around. Comes with remote control.

PLLE17 50 (dia) cm $325.45

Large Infinity Mirror
The Multi-colour Sensory Light mirror is an illusion of a tunnel of lights! 
The lights are controlled by the on/off switch and requires 3 x AA 1.5V 
batteries, which are not included. 

PLLE22 23 (dia) cm $52.45

Coloured Bubble Mirrors
These coloured bubble mirrors come in a set of 4. The bright and 
attractive colours include: green, red, blue and yellow. 

PLLE50 330 (W) x 330 (L) x 1.5 (H) mm $115.45

Large Bubble Convex Mirror
Large bubble mirrors come in a set of 2. A convex mirror is a curved 
mirror in which the reflective surface bulges toward the light source. 
They are great mirrors to have a whole lot of fun with!

PLLE51 420 (W) x 420 (L) x 2 (H) mm - Set of 2 $159.95

Assorted Convex Mirrors
Large bubble mirror. We recommend to clean this furniture with a gentle 
cleaner on a moist cloth and dry thoroughly.

PLLE52 510 (W) x 510 (L) x 2 (H) mm - Set of 4 Assorted $288.70

SAVE 10%
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Sensory Room
s

LED Sensory Carpet
This mesmerising LED Sensory Carpet will retain the interest of your 
young students for longer than you would expect! This 95 x 95cm carpet 
includes fibre optic strands.

PLLE21 95 (W) X 95 (L) cm $629.95

MyBurrow Wombat
The MyBurrow wombat is an essential sensory tool for students who 
struggle with attentional issues, anxiety and other non-productive 
behaviours. Made of premium fabric with firm attachments to the 
carpet.

MBW100 150 (W) x 270 (L) cm $345.95

Pod Swing Nook / Tent
This Pod Swing Nook, is great for children to climb in, sit, swing or just 
for a quiet & cosy place to escape. Max weight 70kg.

NS5418 70 (dia) x 140 (L) cm $225.95

Sensory Squeezie Seat
This Sensory Squeezie Seat is a comfy chair that if you gently squeeze, 
it applies soothing pressure and sensory input through the trunk. Helps 
align the spine for better seating posture. Enables students to rock back 
and forth and improve focus during reading, listening and class time. 
Helps kids with sensory processing disorder, autism or ADHD. Use with 
adult supervision.

NS2174 25 (W) x 76 (L) x 80 (H) cm $493.95

3+
yrs
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Dark Den Tent
Our Medium pop up tent that can be packed away to save space, ideal 
for temporary mini sensory rooms, or classrooms. Ideal for exploring 
accessories that light up, glow in the dark or project, perfect for creating 
a calming environment with soothing mood lighting, or evoke their 
excitement with colour changing, interacting sparkle. 

PLLE36 100 (W) x 100 (L) x 100 (H) cm $223.60

Dark Den Tent Large
Ideal for exploring accessories that light up, glow in the dark or project, 
perfect for creating a calming environment with soothing mood lighting, 
or evoke their excitement with colour changing, interacting sparkle. 
Our Large pop-up tent that can be packed away to save space, ideal for 
temporary sensory rooms, or classrooms.

PLLE37 120 (W) x 120 (L) x 180 (H) cm $356.95

Pop Up Tent Black 105cm
Climb into the tent, place a projector inside, and watch the den become 
enveloped in an array of colours, creating a calm disco light effect. Large 
Black Pop Up Play Tent for light projection sensory den or room and it 
comes with a convenient carry bag.

PLLE38 105 (W) x 105 (L) x 110 (H) cm $83.95

Sensory Relax Space
Children can relax and unwind in the comfort of this Sensory Relax 
Space set that includes a Pop Up Sensory Space (TTS1915), and 10 
assorted coloured cushions (EZ50513).Create fun soft play areas, 
or relaxation corners for early childhood, or use to sit on for a comfy 
story time. Set of 10 includes different solid colour tones in colours of 
the rainbow, brightening up play spaces while also remaining calm and 
welcoming.

TTSKIT-5 $497.95
TTS1915 64 (W) x 64 (L) x 8 (H) cm $439.95
EZ50513 $136.45

SAVE 14%
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Sensory Integration

Seat Wedges Purple
This seat wedge is an inflatable shaped cushion to sit on, or it can also 
be used upright in any chair as a back support or on the floor. It works 
by encouraging the spines natural S-curve, which is often flattened out 
when seated on normal chairs, or with habitual poor posture.

BRU0527-13K Purple 33 (W) cm - Set of 6 $269.95
BRU0527-13 Purple 33 (W) cm - Each $49.95

Cushion Spring Blue
The Cushion Spring are particularly popular for more hyperactive 
children and young people during activities or tasks where they are 
expected to stay sitting for a extended periods of time. They improve 
posture and allow a certain amount of wiggling around without having to 
get off the chair.

BRU0537K Blue 33 (dia) cm - Set of 6 $239.95
BRU0537 Blue 33 (dia) cm - Each $44.95

MTA Essentials Sensory Cushion Seats
The Sensory Cushion Seats Set help children to sit comfortably on any 
chair. The Air Cushion is a terrific aid to help children sit still and feel 
calm. The Seat Wedge allows children to sit upright, as it encouraging 
the spines natural S-curve, which is often flattened out when seated on 
normal chairs, and can also be used as a back support.

BRUKIT01 Set of 4 $179.45
BRU4302 35 (dia) cm $57.95
BRU010 25.5 (W) x 26 (L) x 0.7-6 (H) cm $39.95

MTA Essentials Seat Cushion Seat Sets
The Air Cushion, or Sensory Seat Cushion, is an inflatable dynamic 
balloon that can be used on the floor to strengthen lower body 
muscles and to train for balance as well. One side of the cushion is 
bump-studded while the other side is more gently textured to provide 
users with a multiple sensations to enhance the sense of touch and 
coordination. Comes in 30cm and 60cm (dia). 

BRU4302-2 30 (dia) cm - Set of 2 $109.95
BRU010-6 60 (dia) cm - Set of 6 $215.95

MTA Essentials Sensory Seat Cushion 60cm
The Air Cushion, or Sensory Seat Cushion, is an inflatable dynamic 
balloon that can be used on the floor to strengthen lower body 
muscles and to train for balance as well. One side of the cushion is 
bump-studded while the other side is more gently textured to provide 
users with a multiple sensations to enhance the sense of touch and 
coordination.

BRU607 60 (dia) cm $159.95

Ergerite Furniture Low Floor Seat
This Ergerite Low Floor Seat is a comfortable chair to sit directly on the 
floor with, creating a comfortable and flexible seating option for a range 
of purposes. Removable microfibre cover, that is machine-washable.

LS303B 55 (W) cm $119.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 11%

SAVE 8% SAVE 5%
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Extra Large Sensory Textured Ball
Extra Large sized inflatable textured ball, has a specially textured, 
bobbled surface ideal for tactile, visual and therapy play. Used to 
improve balance, coordination, flexibility, posture, strength but most 
importantly play and massage. Comes with hand pump.

PLLE95 67 (dia) cm $54.95

Inflatable Sensory Ball with Tactile Nubs
This sensory roller with tactile nubs can be utilised for flexible seating 
within your learning space. Comes with hand pump. 

PLLE33 50 (W) x 91 (L) x 50 (H) cm $111.25

French Wiggle Feet Sensory 
Cushion
Fidgeting with Wiggle Feet allows excess 
energy to be expelled while sitting at a desk, 
or in any chair helping achieve greater focus.

PLLE87 30.48 (W) x 38 (L) x 6.3 
(H) cm

$69.95

WePlay Half Massage UFO Ball
The ball is great for tactile stimulation, 
balancing exercises and lots of fun games. It 
also makes a great seat. Ball measures 40 cm 
in diameter. Maximum weight capacity is 100 
kg. All ages. 

WY0304 40 (dia) cm $104.95

Bouncy Bands for Chairs & Desks
The original Bouncyband for school chairs 
and desks increases focus and academic 
performance by giving students an outlet for 
excess energy while working. Easy to install - 
no tools required. 

PLLE26 $49.30
PLLE27 $49.30
PLLE28 $49.30

Hand Strengtheners
The three hand strengtheners comes in 
different grades, 2.9kg, 3.99kg and 4.98kg. 
Assists in training muscle strength and 
endurance. 

PLLE43 Set of 3 $13.95

Fidgety Feet
Fidgety Feet Concentration Aid is great 
to help students improve their ability to 
concentrate in class and support fidgety feet. 
Designed with an occupational therapist, it 
helps to avoid over twisting of the legs and 
feet and will also support posture. 

TTS1904 32.9 (W) x 27.6 (D) x 
11.8 (H) cm

$121.75

Absorbent Sensory Chew
Designed to redirect children from chewing 
and biting their clothing or other items. Use 
under adult supervision. 

ERASC6 Polyester - Set of 6 $37.95

3+
yrs
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Sensory & Tactile Resources

Wide Sensory Walk Way
Positive effects include enhanced neuro-muscular feedback, 
coordination, circulation & muscle tone, while accelerating the reduction 
of muscle pain, tension & fatigue. Use as one long surface or cut to 
smaller sizes for individual use under students desks, for standing or 
sitting on.

ERWSWBL Blue 66 (W) x 185 (L) x 2.5 (H) cm $179.95

Silishapes Sensory Circle
This set comprises 10 textured circular discs made from ultra-soft 
flexible silicon – five large and five small. The circles will grip and not slip 
even on a shiny surface, and after use they can be washed by hand or 
popped into a dishwasher.

CT4517 8 (W) X 3.5 (L) cm - Set of 10 $149.95

Sensory Textures Walking Path
This sensory textures walking path contains 9 different feet with 9 
different materials and surface structures. Constantly changing stimuli 
such as warmth and cold, hard and soft or smooth and rough are 
sensed and learned. Promotion of balance, sense of touch and tactile 
perceptions are the main issues involved in this keep-fit trail, the setup 
of which can be linear, circular or varied.

EZ44434 Set of 9 $346.45

Sensory Path
Follow the path of tiles and discover a different sensation along the way. 
Set of six wooden tiles with different texture inserts framed with solid 
wood.

NS0488 30.5 (W) x 35.5 (L) x 2 (H) cm - Set of 6 $305.95

Sensitivity Stepping Stone Tiles
The Sensitivity Stepping Stones are a version of a balance game that 
provides different tactile surfaces for each step. They help children to 
develop their motor skills including balance, coordination and spatial 
awareness.

BE9005 26 (W) x 29.5 (L) cm - Set of 6 $104.95

Teachables Sensory Texture Mats
Set of 10 x Silicone Sensory Texture Mats that are great for children to 
identify various textures using their hands & their feet! Comes in a set of 
5 large different coloured shapes featuring different patterns and also 5 
smaller shapes to match. 

GUW05 10 pc $146.95
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Sensory Squares Teachable Touchables
Scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build tactile awareness, 
vocabulary, matching and communication skills as they interact with 
these twenty texture squares (ten different pairs). Cloth drawstring 
storage bag and Activity Guide included.

LER3049 6 (W) x 6 (L) cm $59.95

3+
yrs

Sensory Trio Fidget Tubes
Shake, rattle, and roll to learning through sensory play with the Sensory 
Trio Fidget Tubes. This set of 3 high quality tubes builds a different 
sensory skill as little ones play. Listen to the falling beads, watch the 
swirling glitter and smiley faces, and feel the weight of the falling sand.

LER5566 6.35 (W) x 12.7 (H) cm $39.95

3+
yrs

Sensory Tracking Tubes
Introduce infants and toddlers to auditory, visual and scientific effects of 
gravity and friction using Jumbo Tracking Tubes. The thick acrylic tubes 
are filled with contents ranging from static-sensitive foam, to shiny and 
colorful pom poms, to various geometric wood and metal trinkets.

GC2059 6 (dia) x 47 (L) cm $159.95

1+
yrs

Playfoam Mega Rainbow Pack
Squish, squash, squeeze, and sculpt - then smash it down and start all 
over again! Provides tactile and sensory stimulation. Non-toxic. 

LER2045 Set of 24 $59.95

3+
yrs

Jumbo Sensory River Stones
Smooth-sanded, over-sized beech wood Jumbo Sensory River Stones 
feature inset, nature-inspired textures. Children can engage in sensory 
play while practicing stacking and balancing and strengthening their 
tactile differentiation. A beautiful, subdued color palette furthers the 
possibilities for organic connections during natural play.

GC6773 $179.95

2+
yrs

Touch & Match Sensory Cards
Math practice meets tactile exploration—with colorful match-ups 
students can’t wait to get their hands on! Children just select an activity 
card…touch and count the textured dots to add or subtract within 10 
or 20 or identify a two- or three-digit number…then find the matching 
number card to show their answer! You get all 3 sets, each with 40 self-
checking match-ups in 4 color-coded pockets, plus a guide.

LS911 Addition $89.95
LS912 Subtraction $89.95
LS913 Place Value $89.95

Magic Rainbow Balls
A Magic Rainbow Ball that is both a fidget toy and puzzle. Push the balls 
around so that they match up to the coloured holes. Also good for hand 
strengthening and finger dexterity. Pack of 2 includes 1x large and 1 x 
small ball.

ME063081 Set of 2 $20.95

6+
yrs
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Sensory & Tactile Resources

Domino Sensory
Giant sensory domino made of natural wood. Play with this 28-piece 
domino with 7 different sensorial engravings. Great educational game 
for developing the tactile recognition. Also for children or people with 
some type of functional diversity and for the senior collective. Included 
cloth bag. Measurements of each piece: 12 x 6 x 1 cm.

ANTO16114 $115.95

2+
yrs Geo Sensory Shapes

12-piece sensory puzzle, made of natural wood. Composed of 4 
geometric shapes, 4 different engravings and 3 sizes. It sharpens the 
sensory development and the classification of the different pieces, 
according to their size, geometric shape and/or its relief. Great 
educational game for developing the tactile recognition. Also for 
children or people with some type of functional diversity.

ANTO16106 $59.95

3+
yrs

Memo Sensory Puzzle
Memo sensory puzzle game. Use the board to place, in the order you 
prefer, the 9 pieces with the engraved sensory shapes. Then, out of the 
board, flip or face down the other nine engraved pieces that are twins. 
The purpose of the game is to match the different pieces on the board, 
using the sensory stimulation.

ANTO16126 $109.95

2+
yrs

Sensory String Shapes
Pedagogical inclusive material, ideal for the development of the tactile 
perception, the shape recognition and the logical reasoning. It includes 
attributes of numbers, geometric shapes and sensorial engravings, 
which we will use as a guide for the exercises. The free disposition of the 
attributes allows endless possible combinations for the game.

ANTO16123 $99.95

3+
yrs

Matching Textures Feely Bag
The felt pieces in this bag have hook-and-loop attached at the top/back 
so that the child can orientate each piece before naming. The hook-
and-loop also allows for use with felt boards. Ideal for shape recognition, 
language development and early numeracy and literacy activities.

KD12730 Set of 20 $36.95

3+
yrs

Touch and Match Domino
The Touch and Match Domino Game encourages children to match 
textures in the cups to textures on the board.

LB8483 27.5 (W) x 11 (D) x 3.5 (H) cm $29.95

3+
yrs
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Sensory Blocks Set
This Sensory Blocks Set is good for building, comparing and sorting. 
Each block has a different set of properties – shape, colour and type 
of insert. The blocks are an ideal resource for using on a light box (sold 
separately).

CT3281 Set of 16 $209.95

3+
yrs

Domino Textures
Play the domino with textures. Great educational sensory game for 
developing the tactile recognition. Also for children or people with some 
type of functional diversity and for the senior collective.Included cloth 
bag. Measurements of the piece: 8 x 4 x 1 cm.

ANTO16115 $79.95

2+
yrs

Treasure Blocks
This set of 16 Treasure Blocks in Clear (GC3084) and Coloured 
(GC3085), have windows that are perfect for observing or displaying 
small objects including marbles, beads, twigs, leaves, and more. Largest 
block measures: 14 (L) x 14 (W) x 5 (H) cm.

GC3084K Set of 16 $209.45
GC3084 Clear $119.95
GC3085 Coloured $125.95

3+
yrs

Chunky Tactile Matching Set
This Chunky Tactile Matching Set is great for children to learn colour 
matching, as well as use their touch to correctly identify the right pieces. 
This set includes a Matching Maze set and Search & Match.

GC5070K Set of 2 $196.45
GC5079 $99.95
GC5077 $111.95

3+
yrs

Safety Mirror Blocks Assorted
Safe, acrylic mirrors in a set of shapes encased in durable waterproof 
foam. Can be held, freestanding or wall-mounted for discovery and 
self-awareness.

TH1250 24 (L) x 4 (W) x 12 (H) cm - Set of 10 $111.95

3+
yrs

Masterkidz Stacking Coloured Blocks
Different tasks can be played with this great resource such as colour 
matching, shape matching, stacking and many other creative play 
activities!

MKZ12623 28 (W) x 28 (L) cm $115.95

2+
yrs

SAVE 15% SAVE 7%
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Sensory & Tactile Resources

Selective Attention Dominoes
A fun dominoes game, especially suited to work on selective attention 
through the association of different shapes and colours. Direct your 
attention to one attribute of the figures, the shape or colour, to make 
the association.

AKR33050 $57.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Mosaic Set
Create a mosaic! Students will love to create their own mosaic, using 
one of 20 designs that are included in the set, or by designing their own 
pattern. Helps stimulate children’s imagination, fine motor skills, logical 
reasoning skills and colour and shape identification.

ZZ553 $82.95

3+
yrs

Sensory Play Kit
The Senses Sensory Kit is great for children to use different senses 
during their exploratory play. This set includes 4 Rainbow Pin Art, Mess-
free Slime and Ooze Tubes Set of 4. Contents may vary. 

TEBKIT02 12 pc $165.95
LS367MS 155gm - Set of 4 $62.95
MEA1045 Set of 4 $99.95
ME206 Each $10.45

3+
yrs

Squidgy Gel Range
Children are fascinated by sparkly things and the Squidgy Gel Range is 
no exception. A great hands-on resource exploring a range of concepts. 
Fantastic for calming activities and sensory play. Available in 3 theme 
packs; Jelly Ball Shapes (GUW08), Giant Squidgy Sparkle Circles 
(TTS514), and Squidgy Sparkle Numbers (TTS576). Contents may vary.

TTSKIT-6 23 Pieces $366.45
GUW08 Set of 6 $52.95
TTS576 $136.45
TTS514 $199.45

3+
yrs

Giant Bubble Stix Set
Giant Bubble Stix are capable of creating massive record breaking 
bubbles. The Giant Bubble Stix are made out of lightweight fibreglass. 
Easily handled by children and adults alike. Kit includes 4 x Giant Bubble 
Stix and 1 x Bursting with Bubbles – Bubbles Mix 2L No Fragrance.

HE5010K Set of 5 $146.45
CB655 $16.95
HE5010 $36.95

6+
yrs

Teachables Liquid Filled Sensory Lacing Shapes Set
This set of Teachables transparent liquid filled sensory lacing shapes 
comes in 8 different shapes in assorted colours. Each piece has a hole in 
the center for easy threading activities.

GUW1106 Set of 35 $99.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 19% SAVE 6%

SAVE 11%
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Therapy Fidget Kit
Perfect for rehabilitation, physical or occupational therapy, fidget toy, 
or stress relief. Kit contains one therapy putty set of 5 colours and 
strengths, one therapy putty set of three strengths and four muted 
coloured textured squeeze shapes. Kit contents may vary. 

PLLE83K Set of 6 $199.95

3+
yrs

Textured Squeeze Shapes
Set of 4 muted coloured shape stress reliefs. These are much firmer 
than your regular stress ball but still soft enough to squeeze with a 
textured finish.

PLLE94 Set of 4 $39.95

3+
yrs

Puffer Stress Ball
Pack of 4 air-filled stress balls with a messy foam finish that makes it 
oddly attractive and likeable.

PLLE83 4 pc $19.95

3+
yrs

Large Pop Its
Popping Board Set of 6 – These supersized rainbow coloured popping 
resources will keep fidgety fingers busy. A great sensory and tactile 
resource for the classroom, that may aid children who need some extra 
assistance with concentration.

ME2279-6 30 (dia) cm - Set of 6 $104.95
ME2279 30 (dia) cm - Each $20.95

Therapy Putty
Perfect for rehabilitation, physical or occupational therapy, fidget toy, or 
stress relief. One therapy putty set has 5 colours and strengths and the 
other therapy putty set consists of three strengths.

PLLE91 5 Colours 5 Strengths - Set of 5 $39.95
PLLE92 3 Colours Soft/med/firm - Set of 3 $35.95

3+
yrs

Pop It Ball
Press in the circles and listen to the satisfying popping when you 
squeeze the ball pushing all the circles back in position. Arrives deflated, 
pump included.

PLLE41K Set of 6 $69.95
PLLE41 Each $14.65

Bubble Blocks
These Bubble Blocks have puzzle pieces that link together for endless 
building fun, plus in the centre of each piece there is a bubble to pop for 
an extra element of play. A great tool to help students with their hand 
eye co-ordination, logical thinking skills and creativity. Kit includes 2 x 
sets each with 24 pieces.

ME064821-2 Set of 2 $43.45
ME064821 24 pc $26.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 14%

SAVE 16%

SAVE 10% SAVE 19%
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H
andheld Fidget Resources

Fidget Toy Resources
A hands-on classroom set of fidget balls and toys to assist with 
concentration and attention. Set includes 12 x Squeezers, 12 x Puffer 
Balls and 7 x Giant Squidgy Sparkle Circles. Contents may vary. 

TTS514K Set of 3 $316.45
WY006 $59.95
CUS9564 Pack of 12 $36.95
TTS514 $199.45

3+
yrs

Rainbow Emotion Fidget Poppers
Children build social-emotional learning and sensory skills every time 
they fidget with the Rainbow Emotion Fidget Poppers. Made from soft 
silicone and sized for little hands, these colourful fidget poppers come 
with an added surprise - each one sports one of 5 emoji-style faces that 
help children identify and talk about their feelings.

LER5573 $19.95

3+
yrs

Teachables Rainbow Squares Sensory Pads
Teachables Rainbow Squares Sensory Pads can be used on light boxes, 
or as a calming, fidget tool in the classroom. Press on the squares and 
watch the coloured oil move around. Filled with non-toxic oil, water and 
colour, they support creativity and open-ended play.

GUW075 15 (W) x 10 (L) cm - Set of 4 $41.95

3+
yrs

Sensory Rings
A set of 6 rubber rings, circled with bendy pointy spikes for tactile 
stimulation. Helps to reduce stress and anxiety and keep restless hands 
busy. Each ring comes in a bright and vibrant colour: yellow, blue, orange, 
purple, green and red. 

PLLE25 11 (dia) cm - Set of 6 $24.10

3+
yrs

Teachables Silicon Fidget Rings
Silicon ring shapes with suction cup connectors make terrific fidget toys 
for students. Each silicone shape features a different textural pattern for 
endless tactile sensory exploration. Each shape measures approx. 6.5 
cm (L).

GUW108 Set of 6 $36.95

3+
yrs

Rainbow Colour Pin Art
Create a colourful impression by making instant 3D relief images. Simply 
push your hand or object against the coloured rainbow plastic pins 
housed in a strong plastic casing with clear viewing frame. A terrific 
hands-on fidget tool that inspires creativity.

ME206-4 Set of 4 $36.95
ME206 Each $10.45

3+
yrs

Metal Pin Art Image Creator
This Metal Pin Art Image Creator uses hundreds of movable metal pins 
to create 3D images.

ME2198-3 12.7 (W) x 17.78 (L) cm - Set of 3 $82.45
ME2198 12.7 (W) x 17.78 (L) cm - Each $29.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 11%

SAVE 12% SAVE 8%
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Flick Sticks
Calming, silent and satisfying sensory fidget toy reduces stress and 
anxiety and increases focus. Tapping, twirling, and running fingers on 
the soft, flexible, and colourful rubbery fibres allows movement while 
working providing an outlet for excess energy and relieving tension. 

PLLE88K 5 Colours 2.5 (W) x 5 (H) cm - Set of 30 $79.95
PLLE88 10 pc $29.95

3+
yrs

Fidget Phone
Fidget Phone enables kids and adults to fidget receiving sensory 
satisfaction as it provides a gratifying tension release, relieving anxiety 
and improving concentration. Latex free. 

PLLE89K 6.8 (W) x 13.7 (L) x 0.89 (H) cm - Set of 6 $109.95
PLLE89 Each $19.95

3+
yrs

Dimple Pops Deluxe
The squishy silicone is fascinating for the fingers. Watching the board go 
from un-popped to popped is curiously satisfying. Young, old, no matter 
who you are - your fingers just can’t stop!

RC336 Silicone Buttons 26 (W) x 25.4 (L) x 3 (H) cm $39.95

3+
yrs

Mindfulness Magic Ball
One of the best tools to help children learn mindful breathing is the 
breathing ball. With this expandable ball, also known as the Hoberman 
Sphere, you can easily teach students to follow their breath.

MFC1650 $19.95

3+
yrs

Wooden Blocks Fidget Toys
This wooden blocks fidget toy is fantastic as its just the right size for 
small hands to play with when they start to lose attention. A simple but 
effective fiddle-toy. Coloured wooden blocks are strung together with 
elastic which allows them to be locked and angled to make shapes and 
figures.

LB0526 Each $12.55
LB0526-10 Set of 10 $122.95

3+
yrs

Hoberman Sphere
This hypnotic, lightweight sphere starts as a star in the palm of your 
hand then expands to more than double its size which is perfect for 
rolling, tossing and more! Sphere expands from approx.14cm to 30.5cm 
in diameter.

LS130 $62.95

4+
yrs

SAVE 11% SAVE 8%
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 Calming Weighted Resources 
 Deep pressure and sensory weighted pillows are comforting for children 
with sensory seeking behaviours and helps students to focus and 
participate. Set includes Shoulder Weight and Weighted Blanket.  

 TTS2021K    $315.45 
 TTS2021    $115.95 
 TTS2229    $251.95 

3+
yrs

 Soothing Weighted Blankets 
 Weighted blanket are particularly useful for people who suffer from 
anxiety. They are an effective therapeutic solution, helping sensory 
seeking children and adults calm their bodies.  

 PLLE84    Grey 4 kg 100 (W) x 150 (L) cm   $179.95 
 PLLE85    Grey 5 kg 150 (W) x 200 (L) cm   $199.95 
 PLLE86    Grey 7 kg 150 (W) x 200 (L) cm   $239.95 

 Theo the Therapy Dog 
 Theo the Therapy Dog is especially designed to function as a 
comforting, anti-anxiety companion. Theo can help children cope with 
stressful situations by providing deep pressure stimulation, warm or cool 
temperatures, and a soothing lavender aroma. Weighted body is 1.13kg. 

 RE49595    $159.95 

3+
yrs

 Chloe the Comfort Cat 
 Chloé is a soft, weighted comforting companion created especially for 
children with sensory processing disorder, high stress and high anxiety. 
Chloé has a hot/cold pack in a hook and loop pouch in her tummy and 
a lavender scent to help promote tranquility. Her paws are filled with 
beads to add weight (total weight = 1134 g), which helps her to feel life-
like in your arms!  

 RE49598    1.134 kg   $136.45 

3+
yrs

 Weighted Lap Pad 
 Our Weighted Lap Pad has a grey soft velour finish. There is a pattern 
on one side for that added tactile finish. The weight helps to calm and 
eliminate feelings of restlessness by providing pressure on the body. 

 PLLE44    2.3kg 41 (W) × 61 (L) × 1.5 (H) cm   $79.75 

3+
yrs  Weighted Neck Pad 

 Our Weighted Neck Pad has a grey soft velour finish and a pattern one 
side for that added tactile finish. This neck pad is good for students 
and adults and helps to give weight and deep pressure therapy for re-
assurance for children provides deep and calming pressure. 

 PLLE45    1.33kg 46 (W) x 37 (L) cm   $73.45 

3+
yrs

SAVE  14% 
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3+
yrs

Hugging Sensory Peapods
Comfy Hugging Peapod soothing deep pressure offers a comforting 
caressing hug, enabling a calming sense of security. Just a few minutes 
in the Comfy Peapod relaxes, quiets and calms down most children. 
Perfect for those who are fidgety and can’t sit still to read, study, or just 
relax.

PLLE29 Blue 67 (W) x 120 (L) x 99 (H) cm $367.45
PLLE30 Blue 76 (W) x 152 (L) x43 (H) cm $377.95
PLLE32 Blue 76 (W) x 200 (L) x 43 (H) cm $419.95

Visual Scheduler Accessory
When visual schedules are shown in combination with the clinically 
proven Time Timer® Original 20cm visual timer, a clear beginning, middle 
and end is easily understood by all ages and abilities. This set includes 
clips to hold picture activity cards in place, a set of 36 activity cards to 
start using right away, a distraction free dry erase board to cover the 
numbers on the timer face, a dry erase marker. Please note that the 
timers TT1300 and TT1350 are sold separately. 

TT2401 $89.95

Breathing Board
Children master breathing techniques, learning to breathe deeply and 
mindfully, as they trace their way along our simple-to-use board! The 
board features easy-to-read printed directions alongside a smooth, 
grooved pathway that travels up and down three mountain peaks.

LS952D 13.97 (W) x 21.59 (L) cm $42.95

3+
yrs

Training2s Calming Resources
These calming resources can help relax and calm students. Some 
children have different levels of sensory processing and weighted 
resources can provide that extra bit of help required for children to 
process all the sensory information they are receiving from their 
surroundings. 

PK21002 22 (W) x 60 (L) cm $79.95
PK21001 42 (W) x 26 (L) cm $68.95
PK21001-2 Shoulder Pad - Set of 2 $126.45

3+
yrs Calming Card Resources

These cards serve a dual purpose: aiding in calming down and fostering 
self-awareness, while promoting the practice of mindfulness. Empower 
young people to better manage their intense emotions, encouraging 
them to slow down and navigate their feelings. Our My Zones of Feelings 
flash cards are based on ‘The Zones of Regulation’ framework developed 
by Leah Kuypers. Divided into four distinct coloured zones - blue, 
green, yellow, and red,  these cards assist children in identifying and 
categorising their feelings based on the corresponding zone.

MYLT005K Set of 8 $269.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 10%
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Yoga Mats
Made with 100% recycled tree rubber and features a luxurious soft 
microfibre suede making it suitable and comfortable for students to 
practice and play. 

MFC550 Coal 61 (W) x 143 (L) x 0.3 (H) cm $89.95
MFC540 Rose 61 (W) x 143 (L) x 0.3 (H) cm $89.95

Mindful & Co Yoga Flash Cards
Encourage the practice of mindfulness with these beautifully crafted 
yoga flashcards. With 26 beautifully hand-illustrated poses. The perfect 
tool for students to practise yoga. This set also includes game cards. 

MFC900 $57.95

3+
yrs

Wellness Diffuser Kit
The perfect Wellness Kit for the classroom, sick bay or office. This set 
includes aromatherapy oils & a diffuser to help calm the environment. 
Set includes a Aroma-Home Diffuser (LIV468), Immune Booster Oil 
(LIV373), Stress Relief Oil (LIV371), and Sniffles & Coughs Oil (LIV364). 
The diffuser holds 500ml of liquid, and the oils are 10mls. Kit contents 
may vary. 

LIVKIT01 $159.95
LIV468 Aroma Diffuser $95.95
LIV373 Immune Booster Oil $22.95
LIV371 Stress Relief Oil $22.95
LIV364 Sniffles & Coughs Oil $24.95

Aroma-O’mm Diffuser Bamboo
Ideal for anyone seeking a ‘natural eco’ feel while diffusing essential oils. 
Features a real bamboo finish. No heat source is used, the diffuser uses 
Ultrasonic Cool Mist Technology. 

LIV401 $95.95

Wellbeing & Relaxation Oils
These oils are 100% certified oil by Australian Certified Organic. Each oil 
come in a 10mL bottle. 

LIV311 Breathe $22.95
LIV312 Harmony $22.95
LIV313 Relaxation $22.95
LIV315 Vitality $22.95
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Social-Emotional Task Cards
These unique task cards encourage children to explore social-emotional 
development concepts such as regulating emotions, problem solving, 
collaboration, and expressing kindness to themselves and others.

LER95336 Ages 3-8 - 64 pc $39.95
LER95337 Ages 8-12 - 64 pc $39.95

3+
yrs

Express Your Feelings Kit
Build memory skills and explore diverse feelings through play-based 
learning with our Express Your Feelings Kit which includes: Express Your 
Feelings Memory Match Game, Feelings Cubes, Feelings & Emotions 
Puzzle Cards, Rainbow Emotion Fidget Poppers, Be Kind Cubes, Social-
Emotional Task Cards Ages 8-12, Feelings Family Hand Puppets and a 
Daily Affirmations Pocket Chart. Contents may vary. 

LER95427K Set of 8 $259.95

3+
yrs

Making Faces Magnetic Set
Help discuss and build a young child’s emotional intelligence with this 
magnetic set. Children will enjoy matching one of the eight suggested 
feelings or have fun creating their own faces. Features 3 magnetic 
boards for creating faces using the 31 punch out magnetic facial pieces. 
Includes a handy travel box.

KAL158960 25 (L) x 25.4 (H) x 5.1 (W) cm $68.95

3+
yrs

Emotions Puppets
This soft plush emotions puppets collection is a great interactive tool for 
the classroom. Each puppet shows 6 emotions symbolising joy, sadness, 
fear, anger, surprise and lack of emotion.

NS2034 25 (H) cm - Set of 6 $104.95

3+
yrs

Mr & Miss Face Felt Activity
The Mr & Miss Face Felt Activity Set of 2 has been specifically designed 
to help children explore their emotions, feelings and facial expressions. 
Children can change the eyes, eyebrows and mouth to suit their own 
changing emotions, or the emotions of their fellow classmates.

KD1004K 50 (W) x 70 (H) cm - Set of 2 $84.95

3+
yrs

Interactive Edgar Emotion Puppet Kit
Edgar is a brightly coloured friendly monster designed to encourage 
children to share their feelings. Edgar has a bright green pouch 
fastened safely to his body that holds 12 colourful emotion faces. By 
sharing emotions with Edgar, children will learn the value of empathy 
and emotional intelligence. Includes: 1 Edgar Puppet: 51(H) cm and 12 
emotion faces: 5cm diameter. 

RE49600 $136.45

3+
yrs

SAVE 16%

SAVE 20%
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 Auslan Support Resources 
 Sign Language Wooden Discs, My Feelings Auslan Edition and Auslan 
Affirmation Cards are a valuable resource in any classroom or early 
learning centre. Kit includes 2 of each resource.  

 MYLT007K    Set of 6   $209.95 

3+
yrs

 Social & Emotional Board Games - Set of 4 
 The Social & Emotional Board Games set includes Personal Growth 
Games (JNL416), Resolution Games (JNL415), Social Skills Games 
(JNL413) and Heath & Wellbeing Games (JNL414). Set of 4 board games. 
Ideal for social and emotional development for students.  

 JNL41K    Set of 4   $189.95 

6+
yrs

 Self-esteem Roulette 
 Discover your skills and strengths by playing in group! The self-esteem 
roulette increases the self-concept of students in a dynamic, fun, 
positive and enriching way. 

 AKR20846    18 (dia) cm   $76.95 

3+
yrs

 Find Your Feelings Emotion Slider 
 This hands-on slider helps children identify how they’re feelings, an 
important step in regulating and labelling their emotions. Develops skills 
in identifying and regulating emotions, regaining focus and building fine 
motor control. 

 LS957SL    7 (W) x 28 (L) cm   $36.95 

3+
yrs

 Feelings Flips 
 Feelings Flips is a vibrant and engaging double sided flip book that allows 
children to identify different emotions and what are the positive actions 
they can take when they begin to experience them.  

 JNL619    $19.95 

4+
yrs

 Feelings Check-In Pocket Chart 
 This Express Your Feelings Pocket Chart is a fantastic resource for the 
learning environment, as allows students to identify their emotions and 
share them with their educator in a safe way. 

 LER3385    $52.45 

3+
yrs

 Teachables Emotions Posters 
 A set of wonderfully engaging Teachables Emotions Posters to start 
great topical conversations with the class. Set of 16 posters - A4-size 
laminated.  

 TEB1016    A4 - Set of 16   $31.95 

SAVE  12% 
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Are you ok? Emotions Mats
Natural rubber and micro-suede emotions mats. Ten emotions are 
depicted: joyful, worried, angry, shy, surprised, silly, scared, happy, 
excited and sad. 

FR828 34 (dia) cm $109.95

MTA Essentials Emoticons Mats
A fantastic set of placement mats for the learning environment. The 
Emoticons Mats are durable, made from a 600 g 100% polyester surface 
with a synthetic and natural mix rubber backing. Each mat measures 38 
cm.

SPP50 38 (dia) cm - Set of 15 $283.95

Kit for Kids Emotions Cushions
Brightly coloured, soft-touch and wipe-clean vinyl cushions for use as 
active play stepping stones or comfy floor seats. Explore the emotions 
sad, amazed, shy, worried, happy and sleepy. Each cushion measures 
35(dia)cm and 6 cm thick.

KKD2190 Set of 6 $335.95

Put Yourself in my Shoes
Emotions Flip Chart helps students observe the different situations 
of each of the characters, and describe how they feel. This funny 
game encourages the development of social skills such as empathy, 
the identification of emotions, and helps to develop an emotional 
conscience. Included: Stand with 10 scenes, 15 characters and 10 
emotions.

AKR20845 $83.95

3+
yrs

Maxi-Stamp Of The 10 Emotions
Set of 10 large wooden emotion stamps for representing and playing 
with the 10 basic emotions that guide our behaviours: happiness, self-
confidence, admiration, curiosity, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, 
fear and guilty. This is a terrific hands-on learning resource providing 
students a wealth of opportunities to explore social and emotional 
intelligence.

AKR20546 $52.95

3+
yrs

’I Am Me’ Affirmation Cards
A pack of 44 x A5 affirmation cards focused on building self-esteem 
with constructive thoughts that students can repeat as often as they 
wish to encourage positive thinking. Building self-esteem in children 
enables them to grow within a safe, healthy, happy and well balanced 
life.

IAM44 A5 $38.95

3+
yrs
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Writing Slope
This writing slope is ergonomically designed to promote a proper writing 
angle for ease of use by younger students.

TF0191 $73.45

Slant Board
The slant board provides a versatile workstation for children that is 
designed to support posture during writing. Write and wipe surface is 
lined on one side for use with a whiteboard marker. Also compatible with 
holding paper or use with magnets.

JNL652 $39.95

Start Write Set
Written by an experienced Occupational Therapist, this kit includes 
practical advice on 10 double-sided, photographic laminated cards and 
10 pencil grips. Developing or rectifying correct pencil grip has long term 
and lasting benefits. 

TM3378 Left-handed $72.95
TM3379 Right-handed $72.95

Write On Set - Older Students
Created by an experienced Occupational Therapist, the grips are for 
older children who have an incorrect grip that is impacting their speed, 
letter formation or for reluctant writers. With practical advice, activities, 
photographs illustrating hand positions and 10 pencil grips, this is an 
essential classroom resource. 

TM3380 $62.95

Peta Easi-Grip Rounded Safety Scissors
Peta Easi-Grip Rounded Safety Scissors Left Hand and Right Hand 
-18cm are an ultralight weight self-opening scissor. Ideal for scissor skills 
development, or for special needs due to weak hands or those who are 
unable to use conventional style scissors.

PS07 18 cm - Left Handed $23.95
PS10 18 cm $23.95

Linetracker
The easily portable and discreet Linetracker has been designed to help 
students who struggle with sequential scanning of written text from left 
to right. 

TM732 Pack of 10 $49.95
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Translucent Pegs on Clear Board
Students will have fun stacking the translucent pegs into the board. 
Make a pattern or stack them as high as you can! The translucent 
board and pegs allows students to use this on a light board or light tray, 
allowing the light to shine through this versatile resource. Each clear 
boards comes with 100 pegs in 6 different colours. Board size 20 x 20 
cm and Pegs 2.5cm high.

JYN011 $41.95
JYN011-4 $154.45

Sorting & Strengthening Set
Great fun Sorting & Strengthening the mind and hands with different 
ways to learn. Excellent for fine motor, sorting, matching, colour 
recognition and construction, as well as hand strengthening and 
cognitive skills. 

DEV-HOME8 $98.95

3+
yrs

Fine Motor Skills Peg Sets
This great fine motor skills set has a combination of fun peg activities 
to teach children hand-eye coordination, hand strengthening, colour 
recognition and logical thinking. This set includes old classics like Tricky 
Tree, Tricky Forest and Peg Domino.

SEGKIT01 Set of 3 $265.95
SEG1118 $150.10
SEG1117 $57.95
SEG1000 $83.95

3+
yrs

Training 2s Tactile & Fine Motor Kit
The Tactile & Fine Motor Kit supports children’s tactile responses and 
the development of hand muscles. Kit includes Touch N Feel Shapes 
(PK21023), Sensory Marble Maze Set of 3 (PK21022), and 2 x Clip n Sort 
(PK21018). 

PK21022K $175.45

3+
yrs

SAVE 6%

SAVE 9% SAVE 8%
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Fine M
otor Skills

Teachables Classroom Threading Essentials Pack
The Classroom Threading Essentials Pack has all you need to get 
your threading and weaving in action! Each lacing activity includes a 
storage container and laces. Kit includes Stackable Lacing Buttons 
288 pc (JYN021), Round Stackable Lacing Buttons 480 pc (JYN023), 
Translucent Jumbo Lacing Beads 360 pc (JYN01C) and Buttons & 
Bobbins Lacing Set 256 pc (JYN024). Kit contents may vary. 

JYN02K $274.95

3+
yrs

Buttons & Bobbins Lace-Rolling Set
Buttons & Bobbins Lace-Rolling Set with 150 coloured buttons, 36 
bobbins, 12 headers and 12 laces in plastic storage container. 

JYN24T 211 pc $79.95

3+
yrs

Giant Lacing Beads
These 100 giant lacing (3.5cm) plastic beads are supplied in 4 different 
shapes and 6 bright colours, with 6 colourful laces each 80cm long, all 
packed in an easy to carry storage container.

GG1040 100 pc $95.95

3+
yrs

MTA Essentials Cotton Reels
Cotton Reels pack includes 120 brightly coloured plastic cotton reels in 4 
strong colours. They can be sorted, counted, threaded and used in many 
other ways. Great for the development of fine motor skills including fine 
motor dexterity & strength, hand-eye coordination and more! Includes 6 
tagged laces and 2 thick laces with a fun end piece.

DM6301 Reel 3 (W) x 3 (L) cm - 120 pc $39.95

3+
yrs

Building Fine Motor Skills Games
Four action-packed games that boost fine motor control-as children 
hang monkeys from a teetering tree, try to keep a tower of bugs 
standing tall, pick leaves from a tree full of bees, and more! Set includes 
all 4 games shown.

LS795X $209.95

SAVE 12%
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Outdoor Activity Set
The Outdoor Activity Set is a great resource and is quick to set up and 
pack down. All three sets can be used on a variety of surfaces such as 
concrete, grass and even indoors. Assembly required. 

LU903K Outdoor Activity Set $180.95

Battle Bags

LU0903 Battle Bags $69.95

Giant Emotions Fishing Set
Encourage exploration of emotions with the Giant Emotions Fishing 
Game. Includes 18 x discs (three of each expression in three skin tones), 
2 x fishing rods and a net storage bag. Discs size: 20 cm (L). Fishing rods 
size: 72 cm (L). 

ZZEA19 20 pc $188.95

Magnetic Rolling Paths
Magnetic Rolling Paths – Drop the balls in the top and watch them twirl, 
race, and chase each other. The track is magnetised so makes it extra-
easy to assemble. Comes with 36 pieces, and 4 wooden balls. 

EDU3636K Set of 3 $381.45
EDU3636 Each $142.95

3+
yrs
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Education A
ids

Headphone Tree
Storing headphones is super easy with this storage solution headphone 
tree. Set on castors to be easily moved around the classroom, the 
headphone tree can store over 30 headphones and has a handy 
compartment at the bottom to store cables. Measures 120 cm high with 
a base of 50 cm wide. 

DMHT01 $199.95

Headphone Tree with 30 Headsets
Storing headphones is super easy with this storage solution headphone 
tree. Set on castors to be easily moved around the classroom, the 
headphone tree can store over 30 headphones and has a handy 
compartment at the bottom to store cables. Measures 120 cm high with 
a base of 50 cm wide. Includes 30 headsets. 

DMHT01KIT1 $349.95

Headphone Tree with 30 Headphones
Storing headphones is super easy with this storage solution headphone 
tree. Set on castors to be easily moved around the classroom, the 
headphone tree can store over 30 headphones and has a handy 
compartment at the bottom to store cables. Measures 120 cm high with 
a base of 50 cm wide. Includes 30 headphones. 

DMHT01KIT2 $799.95

Teachables Volume Limited Headsets
These lightweight easy wear headsets have an adjustable headband and 
are volume limited to 85dB, making them safer for children to use. 

TEX857 Each $8.95
TEX857K Set of 30 $199.95

Teachables Volume Limited Headphones
Fitted with comfortable ear pads and adjustable padded headband, 
these headphones are volume limited to 85dB making them safe for 
children. These headphones feature a daisy chain connection, allowing 
multiple headphones to be connected for shared reading. Equipped with 
a 3.5mm stereo jack. 

TEX690 Each $27.95
TEX690K Set of 30 $679.95

SAVE 25% SAVE 23%
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Time Timer MOD Tie Dye
60-Minute Visual Timer - Sized perfectly for desktops, classrooms, or 
counter tops. Perfect for individual use wherever you may need it. The 
Time Timer MOD® - Special Edition Tie Dye can make time management 
and productivity fun! 

TT2402 8.8 (W) x 8.8 (H) cm - Each $69.95
TT2402K 8.8 (W) x 8.8 (H) cm - Set of 5 $299.95

Time Timer Dry Erase Board + MOD
The Time Timer® Dry Erase Board is now magnetic! In addition to 
providing a desktop-sized, one-stop shop for to-do lists, schedules, 
and visual time management, one can now post important notes, 
paper work, activity cards, or messages utilizing the magnetic surface. 
Available as a combined unit including a Time Timer® MOD 
visual timer in Charcoal Grey, or as an accessory to an existing Time 
Timer® MOD. Please note that the Time Timer® MOD must include a 
silicone case in order to fit in Dry Erase Board properly.

TT2403 Each $89.95
TT2403K Set of 5 $399.95

Jumbo Timer
This handy jumbo timer features a large clear digital display that 
effectively times up or down in 1 second increments. Maximum time 
99 minutes 59 seconds. The timer is silent when counting down and an 
alarm will sound upon completion of the count down.

CT2077 $39.95
CT2077-2 Set of 2 $63.95

4+
yrs

Time Timer MAX - Multi Timer
The Time Timer MAX is not only extra large (43cm!), it also includes eight 
timers, with customisable durations and interchangeable timer faces, 
to count down as low as 5 minutes or as high as 24 hours. Includes a dry 
erase face to allow for maximum flexibility and customisation. Silent, 
moderate or loud alerts to suit any environment and needs.

TT0072 Plastic 43 cm $272.95

Rainbow Recorders
Rainbow Recorders record up to 1 minute of sound, have a write and 
wipe surface, a magnetic face and base and can be personalized with a 
photo. Create games while learning a variety of speaking and listening 
skills. Contains 4 Rainbow Recorders for hours of fun (purple, yellow, 
orange and green).

JNL149 $89.95

Conversation Cubes
Features 36 engaging questions about student experiences and 
perspectives, including: What is the most important thing you own? 
What do you want to be when you are older? Supports oral language 
development, social kills, listening skills and fluency. They help provide 
direction for brainstorming before writing. Supports fluency and oral 
language development with students that have speech impairments.

LER7300 $42.95
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Balance & M
ovem

ent

WePlay - Rocky Hill
Rocky Hill is a balance board which can be walked on. Children enhance 
their balance control and adaptability while walking on the spiral-shaped 
tracks. The jumbo-sized Hill can also accommodate two children to play 
together.

WY2005P $199.95

2+
yrs Floor Surfer Green

Developed in partnership with children’s physiotherapists to ensure 
safe use by any child irrespective of their motor skills level. Includes four 
small wheels with double ball bearings. Made of plastic with EVA foam 
on the surface. Maximum weight load: 100 kg.

GJ2168-2 Set of 2 $449.95
GJ2168 Green $254.95

MTA Essentials Sensory Balance Pods
These Sensory Balance Pods are an inflatable stability wobble cushion, 
which is great for balance & movement as well as sensory processing. 
This set comes in a set of 8 with 4 different colours and 2 different 
textures.

GUW1828 Set of 8 $104.95

3+
yrs

Rainbow Tunnel & Sensory Ball Set
Promote physical development and provide open-ended sensory 
exploration with this crawl-through Rainbow Tunnel & Sensory Ball Kit. 
Includes the Rainbow Tunnel (TTS6237) and the Sensory Ball Pack – 4 
Small, 4 Large (BRU072).

TTS6237K Set of 2 $476.95
TTS6237 $398.95
BRU072 10cm - 4 Small 4 Large $99.95

Therapy Board Flex Disc
This therapy board flex disc is a veritable multi-talent. The exchangeable 
wobble components can be used for performing a whole different 
variety of exercises twirling round or seesawing. Whatever the function, 
this sports and therapy unit poses a challenge one way or the other.

EZ46131 $136.95

3+
yrs MTA Essentials MTA Wooden Rocking Balance Board

Get children moving with this multi-use Wooden Rocking Balance Board. 
It is super strong and has the capacity to hold 200kgs. The board can 
be used as a slide, seesaw, step, bridge, play house, rocker, tunnel and 
lounge seat. This is the best valued balance board currently available in 
Australia.

ZH101 $179.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 12%

SAVE 4%
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Foam Ball Super Kit
The set includes 2 x hornet dodge balls, 2 x classic soccer balls, 2 x 
coloured soccer balls, 4 x volleyballs, 3 x mini footies, 2 x large footies, 3 
x 20cm coated balls, 6 x 10cm soft balls and 6 x 7cm soft balls.

LTK070K Set of 30 $349.95

3+
yrs Oz Cricket School Kit

Kits include: 12x Oz Cricket Bats, 6x Oz Cricket Stumps with Bases, 6x 
Oz Cricket Batting Tees, 12x Oz Cricket Balls and 1x Bag. Contents may 
vary.

WS605096 Small & Medium $508.45
WS65096M Medium & Large $532.45

Solid Polypropylene Hoop 76cm
These durable and solid 76cm polypropylene hoops are great for 
developing coordination while encouraging the user to be more active. 
These hoops come with seamless moulding to provide a durable 
hoop that can withstand a lot of wear and tear while maintaining their 
functionality and shape. These are durable but still have flexibility to 
prevent discomfort or injuries while being used.

WS603893 $8.50
WS603892 $8.50
WS603890 $8.50
WS603891 $8.50

Game Parachute 7.3 m
This Game Parachute has been designed for student’s psychological 
needs. The nylon parachute has 6 webbing handles and it’s free from 
any harmful substances and helps in coordination activities for children. 
It develops several important skills, such as sharing, taking turns, and 
following instructions, all of which help students in their future social 
interactions. Measures: 7.3(dia)m.

KS182 XLarge 700 cm $229.95
WS605292 $179.95

4+
yrs

Giant Plastic Chess Set & Mat 40cm
This premium 40cm chess set is a perfect size for indoor and outdoor 
play and suited to high use environments. Perfect for use in schools, 
hotels, clubs and social settings. Set comes complete with 32 regulation 
pieces and nylon weaved playing mat which folds easily to pack in a carry 
bag. 

WS633301 Chess mat 40(H) x 40(W)cm $419.95

Giant Snakes & Ladders
A giant version of the well-known, snakes and ladders. Players physically 
move around the board when the huge inflatable dice is thrown. The 
winner is the first to move from one corner to the opposite. A few twists 
on the original rules result in even more fun and laughter. This game can 
be played both indoors and outdoors and is great for engaging students 
in play and encouraging cooperation.

WS633304 $111.95
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Resources

Acknowledgement of Country 
Wall Hanging
Acknowledge the traditional owners on which 
you learn and play with this Indigenous wall 
hanging designed by Sherren Gross which 
can be personalised for your local area.

SIC204A 42(W) x 59(H) cm $136.95

Acknowledgement to Country 
Sign
Acknowledgement to Country Sign will allow 
you to recognise the traditional owners of 
the land in which you learn and play. Made 
from PVC material for longevity and can be 
used indoors or outdoors. Measures 42(W) x 
30(H)cm.

RICA1000 Neutral $26.95
RICA1001 Blue $26.95

First Nations and Languages Wall 
Hanging
Designed by Brett Groves this First Nations 
and Languages Wall Hanging attempts to 
represent all the languages, tribal or nation 
groups of Indigenous Australia and pay 
respects to the traditional custodians of the 
land in which we live.

BILI001 80(W) x 72(H)cm $314.95

20 Aboriginal Symbols Sign
Engage children in learning about Aboriginal 
symbols and together explore Indigenous 
perspectives with this bright and colourful 
rainbow Aboriginal Symbols Sign. Waterproof 
and suitable for indoor / outdoor use

RICA1465 40(W) x 35(H)cm $25.95

Aboriginal Symbols Sign
Engage children in learning about Aboriginal 
symbols through play with this waterproof 
mat. Aboriginal symbols can be used to 
express stories around hunting and tracking, 
animals, connection to country, and people 
and community.

RICA1002 42(W) x 30(H)cm $26.95

Aboriginal Australia Wall Map
This map attempts to represent all the 
language, social or nation groups of the 
Indigenous peoples of Australia. Based on 
The Encyclopedia of Aboriginal Australia.

ABS4976 83(W) x 58(H)cm $25.95

Australian Indigenous Flags 
Poster
This A3 laminated poster includes a history 
of the flags and descriptions of the symbols 
and artwork.

KU0712 $21.95

Bush Tucker Poster
This A3 laminated poster explains different 
bush tucker and their uses. Includes lesson 
ideas.

KU0715 $21.95

Bush Food Garden Sign
Welcome visitors to your bush food garden 
with stunning artwork by Gamilaraay artist, 
this sign features Aboriginal symbols that tell 
the story of bush tucker and the connection 
to country. Suitable for outdoor display.

RICA1003 30(H) x 42(W)cm $26.95
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The Life Cycle of Jarigil
Discover the life cycle of Jarigil from tadpole to frog with this Indigenous 
resource created by Aboriginal artist Sherren Gross.

SIC206 $188.95

3+
yrs

Caterpillar Majik
Share the stages of metamorphosis of a butterfly with this Aboriginal 
resource designed by Sherren Gross.    

SIC211 $129.95

3+
yrs

Salt Water People
A beautiful play set representing the skilled marine hunters and 
navigators - the Saltwater People. This resource helps children to 
understand the people and the world around them.  

SIC174 $178.95

3+
yrs Australian Indigenous Food Set

A beautiful Australian Indigenous food play set. Includes 3 x crayfish, 
3 x honey ants, 2 x Coolamons, 1 x Bush Banana, 1 x Finger Lime, 1 x 
Quandong, 3 x witchetty grubs, a Native Tamarind, 4 x hand woven dilly 
bags.

SIC160 $157.95

3+
yrs

Ceremony Symbols Bunting
A lovely hand-made bunting showing a range of Aboriginal symbols 
perfect for every classroom.

SIC043 $119.95

Echidna is The Spiny Ant Eater
Play and talk about our unique Australian animals with this lovely hand-
made Indigenous resource with an ant hill backpack, an adult echidna, a 
small echidna and 3 ants created by Aboriginal artist Sherren Gross. 

SIC208 $178.95

3+
yrs
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Resources

Create Your Indigenous Story
Place the hand-made symbols on the fabric board to create or share 
your Aboriginal story. Use the cards to help identify the different 
symbols.

SIC214 $169.95

3+
yrs

Weather on This Land
Use this beautifully hand-made resource to talk about the seasons and 
weather around our country. Designed by Aboriginal artists Sherren 
Gross.

SIC213 $149.95

3+
yrs

Yarn Up
This fabulous resource is a carry bag that folds out to make a yarning 
circle mat. It includes 10 hand-made Aboriginal dolls and 8 yarn cards 
to spark yarn time discussions. Created by Indigenous woman Sherren 
Gross. Measures 65cm (dia).

SIC207 $199.95

3+
yrs

Muyan-Bara Aboriginal Family
An authentically designed traditional Aboriginal family play set. Features 
a woven hut, local native animals, water, fire and a traditionally dressed 
Aboriginal family. Supplied in a fabric bag. 

SIC163 $136.95

3+
yrs

Australian Aboriginal Sea Animals
A set of hand-made sea animals traditionally eaten by Aboriginal people 
who lived near coastal waters. Includes crab, turtle, oyster, pippi, fish, 
quampi supplied in a woven bag.

SIC21 Set of 6 $141.95

3+
yrs

Indigenous Dreamtime Animals
Authentically designed, this set is perfect for yarning and promoting 
cultural understanding. Made under Fair trade conditions and includes 
teaching notes. Supplied in a bag.

SIC161 $188.95

3+
yrs
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Aboriginal Cultural Cards Pack
With images including Boomerang, Clapsticks, Coolamon, Didgeridoo, 
Dilly Bag, Spear, Woomera and more students will enjoy playing memory 
as they become familiar with a range of Aboriginal tools.

RICA1319K Kit $132.45
RICA236 Bush Foods Snap $36.95
RICA326 Science Topic Cards $37.95
RICA296 Topic Cards $37.95
RICA1319 Aboriginal Tools Memory Cards $34.95

Aboriginal Symbols Kit
These engaging Aboriginal symbol resources represent the earliest form 
of communication used by our First Nations people and are perfect for 
developing an understanding of the meanings of each symbol.

RICA1302K Kit $249.95
RICA1465 20 Aboriginal Symbols Sign $25.95
MJI066 Aboriginal Art Symbols Memory Game $99.95
SIC043 Ceremony Symbols Bunting $119.95
RICA1302 Aboriginal Symbol Cards $34.95

Aboriginal Games Kit
A great collection of Aboriginal games perfect for encouraging children 
to learn about Aboriginal culture and history. Content may vary.

MJI0365K Kit $379.95
MJI065 The Bushwalk Bush Tucker Board Game $129.95
MJI064 Serpents and Sticks Board Game $129.95
MJIG067 Aboriginal Art Animals Memory Game $89.95
RICA1319 Aboriginal Tools Memory Cards $34.95
FR001 Matching Aboriginal Art Game $46.95

Aboriginal Bush Food Kit
A fantastic range of educational resources focused on learning about 
traditional Aboriginal bush food. These resources aid and encourage 
role-playing while opening conversations about First Nations People and 
their culture. 

RICA1003K Kit $289.95
KU0715 Bush Tucker Poster $21.95
RICA236 Bush Foods Snap $36.95
RICA4471 Bush Foods Snap- Saltwater Country $32.95
RICA1003 Bush Food Garden Sign $26.95
MJI082 Gathering Bush Tucker Big Book $59.95
SIC160 Australian Indigenous Food Set $157.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 11%

SAVE 12% SAVE 14%
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Resources

Australian Animal Memory Cards 
QLD / VIC Font
A great resource for the introduction of the 
appreciation of Aboriginal art. 4LD/VIC font. 
16 matching pairs are supplied in a fabric bag. 
Each card measures 100 x 145mm

KU0311 $34.95

Australian Animal Memory Cards 
NSW Font
A great resource for the introduction of the 
appreciation of Aboriginal art. 16 matching 
pairs in NSW font are supplied in a fabric bag. 
Each card measures 100 x 145mm.

KU0330 $34.95

Aboriginal ABC Alphabet Cards - 
NSW Font
26 alphabet cards with Aboriginal or 
Australiana images that are associated with 
each letter. These Aboriginal flashcards in 
NSW font are supplied in a handmade fabric 
bag. Each card measures 100 x 150mm.

KU0331 $35.95

3+
yrs

Indigenous Matching Games Kit
This Indigenous Matching Games kit is a great resource to learn about 
the Indigenous culture, opening discussions around the traditional 
Australian landowners, as well as a fun game to play.

HON002K Kit $351.95
HON002 Aboriginal Animal Matching Cards & Language 

DVD
$65.95

FR558 Indigenous Symbols Matching Pairs $45.95
SIC169 Fair Trade - Bush Tucker Matching Game - 12 

pieces
$109.95

JJ9001 Aboriginal Art Dominoes - 28 pieces $74.95
JJ9002 Aboriginal Art Matching Game - 24 pieces $74.95
FR001 Matching Aboriginal Game - 56 pieces $46.95

Indigenous Symbols Kit
Indigenous stories through the generations can be portrayed through 
symbols in artwork. Educate young students about Indigenous culture 
through the indigenous symbols represented in these educational 
resources.

KU329K Kit $439.95
KU329 Aboriginal Symbol Cards - Pack of 29 $46.95
KU710 Symbol Posters A3 Set of 6 $72.95
PAP281 Fair Trade Indigenous Symbols Game - 18 pcs $72.95
SIC139 Fair Trade Aboriginal Ceremony Matching Game $125.95
PAP1392 Fair Trade Aboriginal Symbol Card Set - 36pcs $188.95

SAVE 16%

SAVE 13%
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Yarn Cards Wellbeing Teacher Kit
Yarn Circles Wellbeing Teacher Kit has 
been designed to provide opportunities 
for students to talk about their feelings, 
emotions, thoughts and ideas in a safe, 
positive and collaborative environment. This 
process reflects the traditional Yarn Circles 
time that is an important part of the culture 
of our First Nations’ people. 

MKS852K Yarn cards + 
Teacher book

$104.45

MKS852 Yarn Cards $72.95
MKS869 Yarn Circles Teacher 

Book
$43.95

Walkabout Wellbeing Activity 
Cards
Walkabout Wellbeing Cards reflect the 
benefits of the traditional First Nations 
‘Walkabout’, an ancient healing practice. The 
aim of these cards is to recoup wellbeing 
and revitalise students’ interest in the world 
around them.

KNBO7595 30 Yarn Cards $59.95
KNBOWCVP Yarn cards + 

Teacher book
$99.95

Indigenous Games Set
Thirty five games designed in consultation 
with Indigenous communities around 
Australia. With background information to 
gain an understanding of the Indigenous 
connection.

KNBO571 Early Years $43.95
KNBO977 Lower Primary $43.95
KNBO984 Upper Primary $43.95

Number Flash Cards
These number flash cards help children have 
fun learning to count 1-10. Each number 
is represented numerically, visually and in 
written form featuring beautiful authentic 
Aboriginal illustrations.

RICA6267 A6 - 30 cards $36.95

Teen Yarn Cards
Yarning and story-telling are beautiful ways 
of learning and an important part of First 
Nations culture. These cards contain 60 
thought-provoking questions across 20 cards 
designed to spark interesting conversations 
and dialogue with teens.

RICA6250 30 cards $34.95

Yarning Cards
Yarning and story-telling are beautiful ways 
of learning and an important part of First 
Nations culture. These cards contain 60 fun 
questions designed to spark conversations 
and dialogue with children.

RICA6243 25 cards $34.95

Dreamscape Aboriginal Wall 
Hanging
This beautiful fabric wall hanging features the 
painting Dreamscape by Billyara. It depicts 
the wealth of Aboriginal cultural beliefs that 
originate from the start of creation and the 
Dreamtime.

LIJ052 78 x 60cm $34.95

Reconciliation Wall Hanging
A large wall hanging featuring a reconciliation 
artwork designed by Aboriginal artist Sherren 
Gross. Handmade under Fair trade conditions.

SIC170 90 x 80cm $167.95

Aboriginal Message Stick
Authentically designed message stick 
is perfect for yarning and cultural 
understanding. Made under Fair trade 
conditions and includes teaching notes. 
Supplied in a bag.

SIC162 30cm $52.95

SAVE 11%
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Resources

Aboriginal Symbols Sand Drawing Game
Create Aboriginal symbol patterns with this game! Trace 16 different 
Aboriginal symbols with your finger in the sand for a unique sensory 
experience. A beautiful Aboriginal sensory resource with illustrations by 
Aboriginal artist Shareen Clayton. *Sand not included*

MJI063 $199.95

Aboriginal Art Symbols Memory Game
Engage with Aboriginal art by Shareen Clayton while developing your 
memory skills with this fun and educational game. Includes 1 wooden 
tray and 24 wooden cards.

MJI066 $99.95

Rainbow Serpent
Authentically designed Aboriginal Rainbow Serpent. Bright colourful 
fabric design with detailed embroidery. Made under Fairtrade conditions.

SIC175 $314.95

3+
yrs

Languages of Australia
These six-sided blocks show the location of different First Nations 
People and some of the different Aboriginal languages spoken around 
Australia. Read and discuss the words in both English and the Aboriginal 
languages. Includes 26 wooden blocks.

FF573 $45.95

12+
mths

The Bushwalk Bush Tucker Board Game
The Bushwalk Bush Tucker Board Game is the perfect way to explore 
Aboriginal culture. Handmade in Australia, this game features beautiful 
illustrations by Kiz Costelloe. Includes 1 board game box, 4 wooden 
playing pieces and 1 wooden dice.

MJI065 $129.95

3+
yrs

Serpents and Sticks Board Game
Hand painted and hand made with wooden pieces, serpents and sticks 
is a fun, engaging resource to support learning about Aboriginal culture. 
Includes 1 board game box, 4 wooden playing pieces and 1 wooden dice.  

MJI064 $129.95

3+
yrs
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3+
yrs

Aboriginal Animals Dress Up Capes
A set of five colourful Aboriginal animal dress up capes featuring 
artworks from Leanne Watson Redpath. Each cape has a hook-and-loop 
closure.

LIJKL22K Set of 5 $74.45
LIJKL22-001 Kangaroo Cape $16.95
LIJKL22-002 Magpie Cape $16.95
LIJKL22-003 Emu Cape $16.95
LIJKL22-004 Crocodile Cape $16.95
LIJKL22-005 Cockatoo Cape $16.95

Aboriginal Dress Up Capes
A set of 4 beautiful capes perfect for role play.Featuring artworks rom 
both Billyara and Charlie Wicking. The capes are made from polyester 
velvet and have a hook-and-loop closure.

LIJ2067 Small  - Set of 4 $59.95
LIJ2069 Large - Set of 4 $78.95

3+
yrs

Native Australian Bird Wings
Each wing features finger and arm elastics and measures approx 
60cm(W). Kit includes Galah (S3R309) and Cockatoo (S3R308).

SPR308K Set of 2 $46.95

3+
yrs

Aboriginal Animal Flag Puzzle
This beautiful artwork by Luke Mallie of animal designs layered on the 
Aboriginal flag represents the connection of animals to country. 

JJM005 40(W) x 30(H) cm - 20 Pieces $49.95

3+
yrs Sun Aboriginal Art Puzzle

A beautiful hand-cut puzzle featuring a sun (Guwing) painting by 
Aboriginal artist Bundeluk. Measures 30(W) x 30(H)cm and includes 24 
pieces.

JJ9030 30 (W) x 30(D)cm - 24 Pieces $72.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 12%

SAVE 22%
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Puzzles

3+
yrs

Aboriginal Art 10 Puzzle & Poster Set
Ten beautiful animal 18-pieces hand cut puzzles are perfect for 
developing cognitive skills and hand-eye coordination. Stunning 
illustrations created by talented Aboriginal artists Kiz Costelloe & Rhea 
Blair-Kearins.

MJI01KIT Set of 10 $399.95
MJIKC01 Animals - Set of 6 $289.95
MJIRK01 Sea Creatures - Set of 4 $189.95

Aboriginal Art Puzzles -Bright
These Aboriginal art hand-cut puzzles feature bright authentic artworks 
by John Smith Gumbula. Each tray puzzle measures 20cm wide x 15cm 
long. They all include 6 pieces. These large pieces are easy to grasp.

JJ050 Set of 4 $72.95

3+
yrs

Aboriginal Art Puzzles - Neutral
These Aboriginal art puzzles feature earth-toned authentic artworks 
by John Smith Gumbula. Each tray puzzle measures 20cm wide x 15cm 
long. They all include 6 pieces. These large pieces are easy to grasp.

JJ051 Set of 4 $72.95

3+
yrs

Billyara Round Aboriginal Art Puzzles
A set of 3 puzzles each with 9 pieces include artworks such as 
Regeneration, Sun Cycle and Spirit Totems. These puzzles encourage 
fine motor skills development and hand and eye co-ordination while 
exploring Aboriginal art.

JJ9020 Set of 3 $125.95

3+
yrs

Billyara - Aboriginal Art Puzzles
Hand-cut puzzles featuring authentic artworks by Wiradjuri artist 
Billyara. Each tray puzzle measures 20 (W) x 15 (L) cm and features six 
pieces.

JJ9010 Set of 8 $157.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 17%
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Aboriginal Stories to Share Pack
A collection of stunningly illustrated Aboriginal picture books 
encouraging children to learn about and respect different cultures and 
perspective.

SIM6731K Set of 7 $219.95

Aboriginal Art Big Book Pack

MJI083K Set of 4 $199.95

Deadly Science Pack
Deadly Science Pack inspires readers to ask questions, experiment and 
learn about how scientific principles impact the way we live. Teaching 
scientific principles with a key focus on Indigenous knowledge and 
wisdom.

WOLA8650K Set of 8 $169.95

Counting Indigenous Discovery
Delight readers by counting and rhyming with Australian native animals 
as they glide, sprint and swim gracefully across the spectacular artwork 
by Darug artist-educator Leanne Watson Redpath.

LM16811 Bilingual Picture Book $19.95
LM16804 Big Book $44.95

Indigenous Discovery Big Book Pack
The award-winning Indigenous Discovery Big Book Pack takes 
you on a rhyming journey to meet amazing land and sea animals, 
and essential early concepts of colours, numbers and shapes all brought 
to life through stunning artwork by Darug artist-educator Leanne Mulgo 
Watson.

LM7432K Set of 5 $199.95

Indigenous Discovery Picture Book Bilingual Pack
Indigenous Discovery Picture Book Bilingual Pack will take you on 
a rhyming journey as students discover Australian animals, numbers, 
colours, shapes and animals in the ocean, told in both Dharug and 
English languages.

LM9112K Set of 5 $94.45

SAVE 15%
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Books

Let’s Start Reading
This collection of authentic stories written by First Nations people, 
reflecting diverse cultural identities from regional, remote, rural and 
urban communities. A unique, curated collection of high-quality 
children’s books focused on connection to the world around us.

LIA001 Set of 10 $139.95

Let’s Connect with Country & Culture
This collection of authentic stories written by First Nations people, 
reflecting diverse cultural identities from regional, remote, rural and 
urban communities. A unique, curated collection of high-quality 
children’s books focused on connection to country and culture.

LIA002 Set of 10 $139.95

Let’s See Animals
This collection of authentic stories written by First Nations people, 
reflecting diverse cultural identities from regional, remote, rural and 
urban communities. A unique, curated collection of high-quality 
children’s books focused on native wildlife.

LIA004 Set of 10 $139.95

Let’s Get Active
This collection of authentic stories written by First Nations people, 
reflecting diverse cultural identities from regional, remote, rural and 
urban communities. A unique, curated collection of high-quality 
children’s books focused on connection to family, community and 
adventure.

LIA003 Set of 10 $139.95

Let’s Collect Tucker
This collection of authentic stories written by First Nations people, 
reflecting diverse cultural identities from regional, remote, rural and 
urban communities. A unique, curated collection of high-quality 
children’s books focused on connection to country and bush food.

LIA005 Set of 10 $139.95

Honey Ant Readers – Indigenous Books 1 – 15
A set of 15 learn to read books for Australian learners from Indigenous 
backgrounds. Features a strong phonics component and the themes, 
stories and illustrations reflect Indigenous culture.

HON015 $215.95
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 Leaves Over Country Printed 
Cushions 
 This set of three fabric Aboriginal printed 
cushions features the painting Leaves Over 
Country by Indigenous artist Billyara. 

 LIJ004K    50cm - Set of 3   $134.45 

 Indigenous Animals Pillows 
 Six animal cushion featuring Indigenous 
artworks by Dharug artist Leanne Mulgo 
Watson and Muruwari John Boney. These 
beautiful cushions includes fish, koala, 
platypus, emu, snake and turtle. Cushions 
measure up to 45cm in length. 

 LIJ035    Set of 6   $194.95 

 Billabong Outdoor Cushion Kit 
 A set of two large outdoor cushions featuring 
the artworks ‘Billabong Dreaming’ and 
‘Billabong Sacred Place’ by Aboriginal artist 
John Smith Gumbula. 

 LIJ2082K    75cm - Set of 2   $314.95 

 Aboriginal Round Cushions 
 A set of four soft cushions. They feature 
stunning artwork from Billyara and Charlie 
Wicking and are made from a soft polyester 
velvet. 

 LIJ2068    60cm - Set of 4   $94.95 

 Darug Aboriginal Art Cushions 
 A set of 3 cushions with stunning artworks 
from Leanne Watson Redpath made in a soft 
velvet polyester.  

 LIJ088K    50cm - Set of 3   $138.45 

 Songline Indigenous Cushions 
 A set of 3 Aboriginal cushions featuring 
artworks from Wiradjuri artist Billyara. These 
Aboriginal cushions feature the Songlines 
range of artworks representing connection 
to country through education, bush tucker, 
country and animal tracks and ceremonies.” 

 LIJ008K    50cm - Set of 3   $147.45 

 Tropical Outdoor Cushions 
 These large outdoor cushions feature beautiful colourful artwork by 
Charlie Wicking. Depicting coral trout, hibiscus flower surrounded by 
reef fish, animals, birds and shells. Made to be water repellent and fade 
resistant and are suitable for outdoor use. 

 LIJ011K    100cm - Set of 2   $301.95 

 Gumbula Indigenous Animal Cushions 
 This set of fourteen stunning Indigenous Animal Cushions include 
representations of a koala, emu, pelican, kangaroo, kookaburra, echidna, 
cockatoo and goanna, dugong, dolphin, turtle, platypus, whale and 
barramundi. Cushions include a thickly padded insert. Measuring approx. 
40 cm – 48 cm. 

 LIJ21002K    Set of 14   $336.45 
 LIJ21002    Land - Set of 8   $235.95 
 LIJ21001    Marine - Set of 6   $178.95 

SAVE  14% SAVE  18% 

SAVE  20% SAVE  15% 

SAVE  17% SAVE  19% 
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island Furnishings

Indoor Aboriginal Furnishings Kit
A beautiful selection of indoor furnishings created by a range of 
Aboriginal artists including poufs, cushions, loungers, a floor mat, wall 
hanging and table linens perfect for creating a welcoming educational 
space. Contents may vary.

LIJ035K $1,599.95
SPP330 Poufs - Set of 5 $587.95
SPP185 Billabong Dreaming Floor Mat $388.95
LIJ035 Animal Cushions $194.95
BILI001 Wall Hanging $314.95
TFH746-C Ocean Lounger $262.95
TFH746-S Sand Lounger $262.95
LIJ2208 115(W) x 160(L)cm - Table Cloth $52.95
LIJ2207 40(W) x 150(L)cm - Table Runner $34.95

Dreamtime Journey Table Linens Set
Dreamtime Journey Table Linens Set will add colour to your room and 
centre with this set of 4 x Tablecloths and 4 x Table Runners. Designed 
by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander artist Luke Mallie.

LIJ2208K Set of 8 $297.45
LIJ2207 40(W) x 150(L)cm - Table Runner $34.95
LIJ2208 115(W) x 160(L)cm - Table Cloth $52.95

Billyara - Leaves Over Country Table Linens
These beautiful table runners and table cloths features the painting 
Leaves Over Country by Billyara. Includes 4 x table cloths and 4 x table 
runners.

LIJ022K Set of 8 $297.45
LIJ023 115(W) x 160 (L)cm - Table Cloth $52.95
LIJ022 40(W) x 150(L)cm - Table Runner $34.95

SAVE 24%

SAVE 12%

SAVE 16%
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Australian Indigenous Outdoor Mats
These outdoor mats feature beautiful artworks by Aboriginal artists 
Charlie Wicking and Billyara . The mats are fade resistant and can be 
easily washed off for cleaning. They are made from 100% recycled 
plastic and are perfect for outdoor use.

BW100K Set of 3 $263.45
BW01 Three Rivers 300(W) x 180(H)cm $104.95
BW09 Welcome to Country 180cm (dia) - Double-sided $94.95
BW08 Clown Fish 180cm (dia) - Double-sided $94.95

Yarning and Learning Circle Mat
Made from recycled plastic featuring the artwork Yarning and Learning 
Circle by Billyara. The yarning circle mat is fade resistant, perfect for 
outdoor use and can be easily hosed for cleaning. 

BW05-K Double-sided 180(H) x 180(W)cm $125.95
BW05 Mat only $83.95
PL205 Non-slip mat $72.95

Moon Aboriginal Art Recycled Mat
Featuring an authentic Aboriginal artwork “Moon” by Bundeluk. Made 
from recycled plastic, suitable for outdoor use and cleaned easily with 
a hose.

BW14K1 Double-sided 300cm (dia) $241.45
BW14 Mat only $199.95
PL205 Non-slip mat $72.95

SAVE 11%

SAVE 20%

SAVE 12%
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M
ulticultural D

olls & Puppets

Australian Indigenous Doll Kit
Each hand painted, soft doll measures 36cm high while featuring 
traditional style body art or decoration. Each doll comes with a Wiradjuri 
or Torres Strait Islander name tags and also the English meaning. As 
items are handmade features may vary.

KU0200K Set of 5 $429.95
KU0201 Aboriginal Warrior Doll $96.95
KU0203 Torres Strait Island Girl Doll $96.95
KU0202 Male Elder Doll $96.95
KU0209 Female Elder Doll $96.95
KU0205 Girl Doll $96.95

3+
yrs

Contemporary Aboriginal Dolls
These four contemporary Aboriginal dolls features modern clothing. 
Each soft bodied, indigenous doll measures approximately 36cm high. 
As these Aboriginal dolls are handmade, the features, fabrics and details 
may vary.

KU21K Set of 4 $347.95
KU211 Aboriginal boy $96.95
KU212 Aboriginal male $96.95
KU213 Aboriginal girl $96.95
KU214 Aboriginal female $96.95

3+
yrs

Maori and South Pacific Dolls and Puppets
A set of kapa haka dolls and puppets each designed in collaboration with 
Takapaukura are traditionally dressed and perfect for role play. Includes 
2 puppets measuring 30cm and 3 dolls measuring 40cm.

AVIN9411K Set of 5 $89.95
AVIN9411 Pasifika Girl Soft Doll $18.95
AVIN9412 Hand Puppet Maori Boy $29.95
AVIN9413 Hand Puppet Maori Girl $29.95
AVIN9414 Kapa Haka Boy Soft Doll $18.95
AVIN9415 Kapa Haka Girl Soft Doll $18.95

3+
yrs

Dolls with Aboriginal Clothes - 21cm
Kit includes one set of 6 x 21cm Baby Dolls (MN050) and 3 x sets of 
Aboriginal Art Dolls Clothes (KU805). The doll clothes are made in 
Australia and feature authentic Aboriginal artwork. Clothing colour and 
design will vary. Contents may vary. Ages 3+ years.

KU805K 6 x 21cm dolls with clothing $208.95
KU805 Clothes only - Set of 2 $37.95

3+
yrs

Dolls with Aboriginal Clothes - 32cm
The doll clothes are made in Australia and feature authentic Aboriginal 
artwork. Clothing colour and design will vary. Contents may vary. Ages 
3+ years.

KU806K 6 x 32cm dolls with clothing $248.45
KU806 Clothes only - Set of 2 $39.95

3+
yrs

Dolls with Aboriginal Clothes - 40cm
The doll clothes are made in Australia and feature authentic Aboriginal 
artwork. Clothing colour and design will vary. Contents may vary. Ages 
3+ years.

KU807K 6 x 40cm dolls and clothes $371.95
KU807 Clothes only - Set of 2 $42.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 9% SAVE 10%

SAVE 23% SAVE 31%

SAVE 34% SAVE 37%
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Diverse Doll Families
Four play families, totalling 16 pieces will allow for imaginative play. 
Diverse Doll Families Kit includes 1 x each of Hispanic Doll Family 
(PT1345), Caucasian Doll Family (PT7415), African Doll Family (PT4716) 
and Asian Doll Family (PT7417).

PT1373K Set of 16 $99.95
PT1345 Hispanic Doll Family - Set of 4 $29.95
PT7415 Caucasian Doll Family - Set of 4 $29.95
PT7416 African American Doll Family - Set of 4 $29.95
PT7417 Asian Doll Family - Set of 4 $29.95

3+
yrs

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Families
Excellent for role play as well as sparking discussions on Indigenous 
Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islands and Australian history. Each set of 
families feature an extended family grouping which included Elders and 
children. The largest of the people measure 8cm high.

SIC12K Set of 18 $210.95
SIC122 Fair Trade Traditional Aboriginal Family - Set of 6 $83.95
SIC123 Fair Trade Modern Aboriginal Family - Set of 6 $94.95
SIC124 Fair Trade Torres Strait Islander Family - Set of 6 $94.95

3+
yrs

Fair Trade Multicultural Families
These beautiful dolls are handmade in India under Fair Trade conditions. 
This 23 piece set is made from cotton. It features stylised versions of 
different multicultural families from around the world.

SIC121 Set of 23 $251.95

3+
yrs

Let’s Talk! Multicultural Puppets
Children love exploring other cultures with these fun-to-use hand 
puppets! With movable mouths and arms that are easy for small hands 
to control. Includes 6 puppets. 304mm tall.

LS190X Set of 6 $346.95

3+
yrs

SAVE 17% SAVE 23%
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M
ulticultural Resources

Multicultural Block Play Set
Encourage role play and exploration of 
different cultures with this multicultural block 
play set. Includes the Multicultural Children 
Blocks (FR448) and the Shelters of the World 
set (FR449). 

FR449K 33 Pieces $149.45
FR448 18 Pieces $49.95
FR449 15 Pieces $109.95

Children of The World Poster
Beautifully photographed posters of children 
from around the world make it easy to discuss 
the importance of cultural diversity. Includes 
an activity-filled teacher’s guide. Each poster 
measures 28 x 40.5cm.

LS936 Set of 20 $125.95

Multicultural Food Kit
Set includes Multicultural Food (LS366), 
Stir Fry Set (LER9264) and Sushi Slicing Set 
(MND2608). Contents may vary.

LS366K $337.45

3+
yrs

Multicultural & Aboriginal People
This set of Multicultural People (FR422) and 
Aboriginal People (FR426) is perfect for 
exploring culture, ethnicity, age and careers. 
The largest figure measures 7.5cm(H). 
Contents may vary.

FR426K $109.45

2+
yrs

Multicultural Block Play Families
A large multicultural set of families including 
Hispanic Family (SK141), Caucasian Family 
(SK140), African Family (SK143) and Asian 
Family (SK142). Measures 9.5cm(H).

SK14K $136.95

3+
yrs

Little People Like Me
A charming set of 10 little play people. 
Promote diversity with these 10 different skin 
tones. Durable stone/resin mix for play inside 
and outdoors. Approx 5cm(H).

YD1172 $52.95

3+
yrs

Traditional Indian Sari Material
This sari material measures 200(W) x 
100cm(H) and features a loop for hanging. 
Material can be used for dress-ups and 
creating play spaces. Supplied in assorted 
colours. Multiples shown.

PRT009 $31.95

Celebrating Diversity Banner
Welcome everyone and celebrate diversity 
with this gorgeous hand-made banner 
perfect for displaying in your classroom or 
around your school.

SIC089 $104.95

Good Morning Bunting
A beautiful hand made bunting celebrating 
how to say good morning in a range of 
different languages.

SIC212 $119.95

SAVE 7% SAVE 15%

SAVE 12% SAVE 14%
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Multicultural Matching Game
Match the different expressions on the game 
boards in this multicultural matching game. 
Includes 4 x game boards and 24 x wooden 
pieces, all supplied in a wooden box.

LB5628 $31.95

3+
yrs

Multicultural Families
This multicultural block play kit includes a 
variety of different multicultural people made 
with durable plastic. Kit includes Caucasian 
Family (LS691), African Family (LS697) and 
Asian Family (LS695). Blocks not included. 
Contents may vary.

LS691K Set of 24 $314.95

3+
yrs

Mix & Match Magnetic Families
Beautifully illustrated interchangeable 
magnetic wooden blocks. Switch and 
combine different pieces to represent 
different families and people. The blocks 
have powerful embedded magnets for stable 
building. Includes 32 double-sided pieces.

LS579 $129.95

Multicultural Language Finger 
Tracing Cards
Learn to say hello in different languages 
with this hand-made, multicultural, finger 
tracing game. Underneath each language 
card is a description about saying hello in that 
language, including how to spell it in English 
and how to pronounce it. Includes 8 coloured 
timber language cards. Tray measures 42 x 
41 x 2cm.

MJI039 $241.95

3+
yrs

Multicultural Children Matching 
Pairs
Match the wooden discs for multicultural 
memory games. Set includes 16 different 
illustrations of children from around the world 
dressed in stylised, traditional dress. Each 
measures 5cm(dia.)

FR3009 $36.95

2+
yrs

Multicultural Matching Games 
Set
Set includes 4 x International Flag Matching 
Games (LB3159) and 4 x Multicultural 
Matching Games (LB5628). Contents may 
vary.

LB3159K $210.95

Children of the World Read  
& Play
With games, dress ups and stories to 
read, you will encourage children to learn 
about the world around them and gain 
new experiences, build a positive view of 
diversity and connect with their local and 
wider communities. Contents may vary.

ENPR9435K Kit $699.95
ENPR9435 Kids Go to 

School Around 
the World

$59.95

ENPR9411 Celebrations 
All Around the 
World

$59.95

LS355X Set of 6 $619.95
PERI5374 Children of the 

World Memory 
Game

$36.95

Tuzzles Children of the World  
8 Puzzles
The set of 8 multicultural puzzles depicts 
children of the world in national costume. 
Each of the puzzles features 6 pieces. Each 
one of the multicultural puzzles measures 15 
x 20cm.

BS1030 $183.95

SAVE 17%

SAVE 9%
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A
boriginal & Torres Strait Island M

ats

Dreamtime Country Sacred Lands Indoor Floor Mat
Stunning artwork ‘My Country, Sacred Place’ created by John Smith 
Gumbula. The mat features a non-slip rubber backing and a durable 
short weave polyester top and is suitable for use on hard floors.

SPP134 250 (L) x 123 (W) cm $369.95

Darambal Country Indoor Floor Mat
An amazing printed floor mat showcasing the artwork ‘Darumbal 
Country’ by Senior Aboriginal artist John Smith Gumbula. This mat 
features a durable polyester surface with a non-slip rubber backing. 

SPP135 100 (W) X 200 (L) $299.95

Billabong Dreaming Floor Mat
Features the artwork Billabong Dreaming by John Smith Gumbula. The 
mat features a non-slip rubber backing and a short weave polyester top 
and is suitable for use on hard floors.

SPP185 250 (L) x 123 (W) cm $388.95

Billyara - Uncle Tigers Country Mat
This large carpet features the painting Uncle Tiger’s Country by Wiradjuri 
artist Billyara. The carpet is printed on durable rubber backed fabric.

SPP14 100 (W) X 200 (L) $282.95
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My Turtle Dreaming Mat
A beautiful, printed floor mat featuring the artwork My Turtle Dreaming by 
Dharug artist Leanne Watson Redpath. Featuring a polyester surface and a 
non-slip rubber backing. Includes a set of 11 turtle stepping stone markers.

SPP100K 200(W) x 150(H)cm $587.95
SPP100 Floor Mat $461.95
SPP340 Stepping stones $188.95

Aboriginal Storytelling Book Pack
Combining striking illustrations of Australian animals with gentle humour these 
stories share important moral tales. By Aboriginal author, artist and songwriter 
Gregg Dreise.

NSB8900K Set of 5 $119.95

Light Up Sensory Room Kit
Sensory rooms can help improve focus, relieve stress and encourage 
socialising; you and your students will experience all of these things with 
our Light Up Sensory Room Kit. Engage in some visual experiences with 
the popular bubble tube, the round interactive colour changing tile, an 
LED stool and sphere and a mesmerising large jellyfish tank. If students 
are requiring a tactile experience, captivate their attention with one of 
the 6 pop it balls, 12 sensory rings, 8 glitter tubes, 2 weighted lap pads 
and a weighted neck pad. Also included is our super popular large dark 
den tent and a comforting 80&Prime; hugging peapod that will hold  
one adult, or a few students. See website for more details. Kit contents 
may vary.

PLLE57K Set of 22 $2,299.95

SAVE 10% SAVE 14%

SAVE 11%
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